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INTRODUCTION
The Sustainable Restaurant Association (SRA)
is an organisation whose membership represents
a broad spectrum of the hospitality industry
including; independent restaurants, groups and
chains, cafés, pubs, hotels, contract and event
caterers, universities and colleges, cookery
schools, retail centres, train and aviation caterers,
all united in their commitment to sustainability.
The SRA’s Food Made Good Sustainability Rating
provides Members with recognition for their
sustainability as well as a tool to engage staff,
suppliers and inform customers.

Good
50—59%

Excellent
60—69%

The SRA awards One, Two or Three Food Made
Good Stars against 14 key sustainability criteria,
divided across the three pillars of Sourcing, Society
& Environment.

Exceptional
70% +

Plymouth University
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Plymouth University scored 74% overall, maintaining its Three Star Sustainability Champion status. This is awarded
to businesses scoring 70% and above and is an exceptional achievement. Summarised below is Plymouth
University's performance in the SRA 14 key sustainability areas, with a standout sustainable practice in each area.

SOURCING

66 %

SOCIETY

Local and
Seasonal

65 %

Changing the menu every
day to incorporate
seasonally available
vegetables.

Sourcing free-range, grass
and pasture-fed beef and
lamb.

97 %

Always buying organic milk
and some organic cheeses.

86 %

Always purchasing fish and
seafood from British waters
and landed in British ports.

76 %

Promoting healthy options
via social media and
advertisements.

91 %

Having multicultural events
and promoting community
accessibility on campus.

97 %

Promoting sustainability
aims and ethical stance to
customers in writing.

81 %

64 %

Calculating the carbon
footprint of the university
and installing smart meters
in some units to monitor
usage.

Water
Saving

Buying coffee, tea, sugar
and chocolate that is
produced to a standard that
incorporates fair trade
criteria.

Plymouth University

Using only environmentally
friendly cleaning materials
and recycling furniture
across campus.

Energy
Efficiency

Fair
Trade

83 %

Formally monitoring waste
on a regular basis and
setting targets for waste
reduction.

Workplace
Resources

Responsible
Marketing

80 %

Making sure that the
majority of suppliers use
reusable and/or recyclable
packaging.

Waste
Management

Community
Engagement

Sustainable
Fish

82 %

Developing and
implementing a
comprehensive employee
training and personal
development scheme.

78 %

Supply
Chain

Healthy
Eating

Environmentally
Positive Farming

47 %

ENVIRONMENT

Treating People
Fairly

Ethical Meat
and Dairy

74 %

90 %

52 %
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Installing water efficient
technology including
sensors or timers on taps
and dual flush toilets.
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BENCHMARKING
The graph below depicts how Plymouth University's current overall score in the SRA Sustainability Rating compares
to the average for all other SRA members with Ratings.
We have also included percentage benchmarks depicting where Plymouth University currently ranks among all UK
SRA members, SRA members in the South West and SRA members of a similar business type.
Your performance across the SRA’s three pillars of sustainability, compared with the average score
of Food Made Good Rated restaurants.

Your score

SRA average
66
64

Sourcing

90

Society

77
78

Environment

61
0

20

40
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80

YOU SCORED

YOU ARE IN THE TOP

overall in this rating

of SRA members

YOU ARE IN THE TOP

YOU ARE IN THE TOP

of SRA members in the South West

of independent single site university members

74 %

48 %

Plymouth University

100

27 %

29 %
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YEAR-ON-YEAR
PROGRESS
SOURCING
68 % 66 %
2014

2015

SOCIETY
86 % 90 %
2014

Plymouth University

72 %

74 %

2014

2015

Plymouth University's score for Sourcing decreased by 2% from its 2014
SRA Rating. This is because the University purchases less free-range
lamb and pork this year, as well as no organic cider, and no wines with
sustainability standards. It should be celebrated though for maintaining
other high standards, and for purchasing a higher proportion of chicken
from local farms this year as well as organic flour.

Plymouth University's score increased by 2% in the Society Pillar, an
excellent achievement. The University has upheld many of its brilliant
initiatives for employees and students, whilst adding value by
promoting healthier options on social media channels and offering
smaller portion sizes at a reduced cost.

2015

ENVIRONMENT
70 % 78 %
2014

OVERALL

2015

Plymouth has made a number of achievements over the year to
contribute to an increased score in this pillar. It now has reduction
targets set for waste and only uses environmentally friendly cleaning
products. It also commits to transporting all imported produce by road,
rail or ship, and has sustainable sourcing standards written and shared
with suppliers.
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OPPORTUNITIES
SOURCING

66 %

A key to the SRA sustainability areas
Local & Seasonal

Buying locally and seasonally to support UK producers and
reduce the negative environmental impacts associated with
importing produce from abroad.

Ethical Meat
& Dairy

Purchasing high welfare meat and dairy to help combat animal
cruelty and protect the environment.

Environmentally
Positive Farming

Sourcing from farmers that are committed to high
environmental stewardship.

Sustainable Fish

Sourcing sustainable seafood to conserve fish stocks, protect the
marine environment and offer customers better seafood choices.

Fair Trade

Sourcing products that ensure producers in the developing world
have access to systems of trade based on justice and fairness.

FRUIT &
VEGETABLES
DAIRY

Successes and Opportunities

Plymouth University is commended for sourcing a high proportion of its
vegetables from British farms and changing the menu daily to incorporate
seasonally available produce.
Plymouth University could consider purchasing more:
- Locally grown fruits and vegetables
- Organic and LEAF-certified vegetables
- Organic and Fairtrade fruits, where available

Plymouth University is commended for always purchasing British, organic milk
and local, free-range eggs. Plymouth University also sources a high proportion
of its cheese from local suppliers.
Consider purchasing:
- Organic eggs
- A higher proportion of organic cheeses

Plymouth University
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OPPORTUNITIES
SOURCING
MEAT

Successes and Opportunities

It is excellent that all meat and poultry is sourced from British farms, some of
which are local to the University. Also, Plymouth University sources free-range,
grass and pasture-fed beef and lamb.
Consider sourcing:
- A higher proportion of free-range chicken, and in future, consider organic
- A higher proportion of free-range pork, and in future, consider organic
- Organic beef and lamb

FISH &
SEAFOOD

DRINKS

DRY STORE

Plymouth University scored excellently in this area. The University continues to
serve a broad range of species from British waters, according to seasonality.
Consider gaining Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) Chain of Custody
certification. If purchasing farmed fish, always choose those with a sustainable
certification such as organic, Global Gap or RSPCA Freedom Food.

Plymouth University should be commended for purchasing UK craft beers and a
range of soft drinks in different bottle sizes.
Look into purchasing:
- A higher proportion of soft drinks without added sugar
- UK craft and organic ciders and some organic beers
- Some UK, natural, organic, biodynamic and/or Fairtrade wines
- Some soft drinks from organisations with social or environmental aims

It is excellent that the University purchases coffee, tea, sugar and chocolate with
fair trade criteria.
Explore the options for purchasing solely organic tea and sandwiches which
contain organic or certified LEAF ingredients.

Plymouth University
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OPPORTUNITIES
SOCIETY

90 %

A key to the SRA sustainability areas
Treating
People Fairly

Treating employees fairly, paying suppliers on time and making
sure that customers experience the highest levels of service.

Healthy Eating

Ensuring that menu options are well balanced, with reasonable
portion sizes and the option for customers to request healthy
cooking methods.

Community
Engagement

Working closely with the local and wider community to share
the business’ goodwill, time and expertise to make a positive
difference in the community.

Responsible
Marketing

Making claims about the business’ operations that are legal,
fair and honest and communicating clearly with customers on
sustainability and costs.

Successes and Opportunities

TREATING
PEOPLE FAIRLY

Plymouth University scored excellently in this area. It is commended for having
formal contracts for all staff and written grievance and disciplinary processes for
employees. All members of staff are offered a free meal per shift, access to
training opportunities and a range of other benefits including discounted gym
membership and time off for education.
It is recommended that the University considers offering employees training in
energy & water efficiency.

HEALTHY
EATING

Another high scoring area for Plymouth. Over 25% of Plymouth University's
dishes are suitable for vegetarians and the team regularly promotes healthy
eating through advertisements and social media, as well as offering smaller
portion sizes at reduced cost.
It is recommended that the University signs up to the Public Health Responsibility
Deal.

Plymouth University
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OPPORTUNITIES
SOCIETY
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

Successes and Opportunities

Plymouth University is commended for supporting numerous national charity
events including Comic Relief, and for being involved in local community
initiatives such as the #comeoninplym campaign.
It is also celebrated for working with local schools, teaching students about food
provenance and cooking schools.

RESPONSIBLE
MARKETING

The University is excelling in this area. Students are provided with information
about the provenance of ingredients used on campus and more generally, about
the University's ethical aims and stance.
The SRA recommends communicating costs clearly to students so they are fully
aware of how much their bill will be.

Plymouth University
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OPPORTUNITIES
ENVIRONMENT

78 %

A key to the SRA sustainability areas
Supply Chain

A responsible supply chain policy considers the environmental and
social impact of delivery logistics, such as the greenhouse gases
emitted during transportation.

Waste
Management

Managing waste effectively in order to reduce, re-use and
recycle wherever possible.

Workplace
Resources

Ensuring that workplace resources, including paper, cleaning
products and furnishings, are sourced sustainably.

Energy Efficiency

Improving energy efficiency across all areas to save resources,
protects the environment and cuts costs.

Water Saving

Using water wisely and monitoring water consumption
to meet the highest possible standards of efficiency.

Successes and Opportunities

SUPPLY
CHAIN

Plymouth University is commended for its commitment to transporting all
imported produce via road, rail and ship. The team also makes all suppliers aware
of its sustainable sourcing standards in writing.
The majority of suppliers use reusable and/or recyclable boxes and crates for
deliveries, and the University is working with suppliers on efficient delivery
systems.

WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Waste is formally monitored on a regular basis and targets are set for waste
reduction. Plymouth University is undertaking actions like keeping stock low,
freezing stocks and adjusting volumes according to hospitality figures to reduce
the amount of food waste generated on site. Food waste is separated for
composting with a waste contractor and coffee grounds are donated to a local
allotment group.
It is recommended that staff are provided with any surplus ingredients.

Plymouth University
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OPPORTUNITIES
ENVIRONMENT
WORKPLACE
RESOURCES

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

WATER
SAVING

Successes and Opportunities

Plymouth University use environmentally sound catering disposables, as well as a
number of FSC certified products.
The University could consider serving tap water or filtered water to customers as
the default option instead of bottled water.

Plymouth University has calculated its carbon footprint in the last five years, and
monitors energy use on a regular basis, with targets set for reduced
consumption. The University could look into purchasing some renewable energy
for the campus and could consider installing smart meters and/or sub-meters to
monitor usage in all catering sites. It is recommended that all staff are trained
with best practice, to make sure lights are turned off and equipment is properly
maintained.

The University has in place a number of technical solutions for water saving,
including sensors or timers on taps, dual flush toilets and sensor or low flush
urinals. It is also noted that the University has a target to reduce water
consumption from 7.3m3 per student to 3.3m3.
The University could consider training staff on water efficiency, and when
purchasing new kitchen and bar equipment, make sure water efficient models
are chosen.

Plymouth University
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Plymouth University achieved 74% overall in its 2015 Sustainability Rating, maintaining its Three Star Sustainability
Champion status, an exceptional achievement. Many commendable initiatives were observed across the pillars of
Sourcing, Society and Environment, as well as some recommendations for improvement.
Sourcing scored 66% overall and provides the most opportunity for improvement. The best performing areas
within Sourcing were Sustainable Fish and Fairtrade, with scores of 82% and 83%, respectively. The score in the
area of Sustainable fish reflects Plymouth University's commitment to only using seasonal, wild fish from British
waters and ensuring that all fish listed as 'Fish to Avoid' by the MCS have been removed from menus. Plymouth
University also ensures all of its chocolate, coffee, tea and sugar is Fairtrade certified.
The University could focus on the area of Environmentally Positive Farming (47%) by sourcing more organic
produce including meat and poultry, fruit and vegetables, and eggs.
Society was Plymouth University's best performing pillar, scoring 90% overall. A fantastic 97% was achieved in
Treating People Fairly, due to its transparent employment policies and the range of staff benefits on offer. The
second highest-scoring area was Community Engagement (91%), and Responsible Marketing also scored highly at
80%. The latter could be improved by displaying all costs clearly to customers.
Environment was another high-scoring pillar, with an overall score of 78% achieved. The best performing area was
Waste Management, where Plymouth University scored 97% due to its commitment to recycling, composting and
regular waste monitoring. Plymouth University also scored highly within Workplace Resources (81%), due to its
use of recyclable catering disposables, FSC-certified paper and environmentally-friendly cleaning products. Areas
to focus on for improvement include Energy Efficiency (68%) and Water Saving (52%). The University could
consider purchasing some renewable energy for the campus, plus it could set targets for reduced water
consumption.
The SRA commends Plymouth University for its sustainability initiatives and commitment to industry best
practices. The areas in which Plymouth University performed well in the SRA Sustainability Rating should be
promoted to inspire other UK restaurants and showcase the work that Plymouth University has put into making
itself a sustainable university. Continuous improvement is integral to sustainability and the SRA encourages
Plymouth University to consolidate its strengths and to work on an Action Plan with its Account Manager in order
to improve in other sustainability areas throughout 2016.

Plymouth University
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Appendix One
GLOSSARY
TERM

DEFINITION

RATIONALE

Biodynamic (wine)

Biodynamics is an agricultural method that
aims to reuse all of a farm’s resources, creating
a balanced ecosystem within it. Manure,
minerals and herbs are recycled to enhance
health, quality and flavour while creating
ecological, social and economic sustainability.

Purchasing biodynamic wines supports
a practical method of farming, which
embodies the idea of ever-increasing
ecological self-sufficiency.

British

This refers to any place in the UK: England,
Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales.

This helps support the British economy,
whilst reducing food miles from imports
and subsequently the carbon footprint of
the business.

Carbon footprint

The amount of carbon dioxide released into
the atmosphere due to human activity.

Calculating a business’ carbon footprint can
enhance its sales and the brand. It also
helps identify where cost savings and
improvements to business practice can
be made.

Energy efficiency

Reducing, reusing and recycling energy to save
resources and cost.

The restaurant can improve its energy
efficiency by implementing best practice, such
as turning off lights/equipment when not in
use, regular maintenance schedules and setting
thermostats to an optimum level. Likewise,
technical solutions such as low energy lighting,
energy efficient equipment and sensors/ timers
on lights help increase energy efficiency.

Fairtrade

The Fairtrade Foundation supports farmers,
ensuring they get the money they deserve to
improve their lives and communities. Fairtrade
marked produce comes from small farms that
meet Fairtrade social, economic and social
standards. These include protection of workers’
rights, Fairtrade Minimum Price as well as
Fairtrade Premium.

Purchasing Fairtrade produce guarantees
farmers receive a minimum price for their
produce, together with a premium to benefit
their families and communities. This secures
a better deal for farmers in developing
countries and ensures a more sustainable
supply chain.

Farmed fish

Fish farming is raising fish commercially in
tanks or enclosures within their environment.
Farmed fish must come from a certified source
to ensure key welfare and environmental
standards are in place. Otherwise, it can cause
problems: farmed fish can feed from, compete
with and spread disease to wild stocks, and
fishmeal may pollute the surrounding habitat.

Ensuring that any farmed fish products are
certified to a recognisable standard, in this
case: MSC Ecolabel, Organic, Global Gap,
Freedom Food, GAA/BAP Best Aquaculture
Practices Aquaculture Stewardship Council.

This rating was sent on: 12/2015
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GLOSSARY
TERM

DEFINITION

RATIONALE

Free-range

Free-range animals have led a life with access to
natural light and open space. It allows them to
exhibit natural behaviours, e.g. foraging, and has
the additional benefit of lower stocking densities
in outdoor areas.

Purchasing products that adhere to high
animal welfare standards, such as freerange, ensures that the business is spending
money on high quality meat and dairy.
Furthermore, the animals lead a better life,
promoting the positive environmental and
ethical stance of the business.

FSC certified paper

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) promotes
an economically viable but environmentally
beneficial approach to forest management. FSC
certified paper indicates that it was sourced
from wellmanaged forests.

Ensuring that all paper used in the
restaurant and back-of-house is FSC
certified, or made from recycled materials,
minimises the use of virgin resources in
the manufacturing process.

Grass- and
pasture-fed

Grass- and pasture-fed animals, e.g. cows and
sheep, are provided with open space to roam
outdoors. This enables them to express their
natural behaviour and access a natural diet
of grasses.

Increases the business’ animal welfare
standards, and promotes their positive
environmental and ethical stance.

High welfare meat
and dairy

Meat and dairy that strongly takes the welfare
of the animal into account. The RSPCA stipulates
five freedoms that all kept animals should have.

Buying high welfare meat and dairy ensures
that farm animals lead better lives. It also
helps a restaurant take advantage of the
increase in consumer demand for high
animal welfare standards, as it differentiates
the business from competitors and increases
product value.

IFOAM

IFOAM (International Federation of Organic
Agriculture Movements) maintains an organic
farming standard, and an organic accreditation
and certification service. Its vision is worldwide
adoption of ecologically, socially and
economically sound systems.

By purchasing IFOAM accredited organic
produce you can be sure that it was farmed
in a way that sustains the health of soils,
ecosystems and people. Organic farming
relies on ecological processes, biodiversity
and cycles adapted to local conditions, rather
than the use of inputs with adverse effects.

LEAF certified

Linking Environment And Farming (LEAF)
certification ensures produce is grown
sustainably, with environmental stewardship
methods incorporated into farming practice.

Purchasing LEAF certified vegetables
reduces the restaurant’s environmental
impact while promoting sustainable food
and farming.

Plymouth University
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Appendix One
GLOSSARY
TERM

DEFINITION

RATIONALE

Local produce

Produce sourced within a 100 mile radius if in
the London area, or within a 50 mile radius for
the rest of the UK.

This ensures that money is invested in the
local economy meaning the business
supports the local community. Furthermore,
it considerably reduces food miles, which
improves the business’ carbon footprint.

London Living Wage

The recommended minimum wage in the London
area. It is higher than the National Minimum
Wage to account for London living costs.

Paying London Living Wage enhances the
work quality of staff. 70% of employers feel
that LLW increases consumer awareness of
an organization as an ethical employer.

MCS 1—5 rating

The Marine Conservation Society (MCS) 1—5
rating indicates the sustainability of stocks for
different species of fish. This helps suppliers and
consumers choose which fish to eat (1) and
avoid (5).

By removing ‘fish to avoid’ (5) from the menu,
the restaurant can be confident that the fish
they are serving are not under severe pressure
from over-fishing.

MSC Chain of
Custody Certification

The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) Chain of
Custody standard ensures that the MSC eco-label
is only displayed on MSC certified products. It
guarantees the consumer/buyer that the fish
comes from a fishery that meets MSC regulations.

Having MSC Chain of Custody certification for
the restaurant complements its sustainable
seafood sourcing polices – all fish purchased
under the Chain of Custody scheme are fully
sustainable. It also enables the restaurant to
promote the sustainability of its seafood by
using the MSC eco label on menus, next to
MSC items.

Natural (wine)

The wine production process is taken back to its
roots, using minimal chemical and technological
intervention when growing grapes and making
them into wine.

This process is energy efficient, and retains
and promotes the historical culture of
wine production.

Palm Oil –
Responsibly sourced

Palm oil is an edible vegetable oil extracted
from the fruit of palm oil trees. The Roundtable
on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) is a global,
multistakeholder initiative aiming to promote
the growth and use of sustainable palm oil. The
RSPO have formed a set of global guidelines for
producing palm oil sustainably.

Ensuring that the palm oil in any processed
products is from a responsibly sourced
origin. Responsible sourcing reduces the
threat of deforestation, intensive
cultivation and peat land removal often
associated with palm oil cultivation.
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Appendix One
GLOSSARY
TERM

DEFINITION

RATIONALE

Public Health
Responsibility Deal

Launched in 2011, the aim of this voluntary
partnership is for businesses and influential
organisations to work collaboratively to
improve public health. They do so by creating
the right environment for people to make
informed choices that lead to healthier lives.

Organisations signing up to the PHRD
commit to taking action voluntarily to
improve public health through their
responsibilities as employers, as well
as through their commercial actions
and community activities.

Rainforest Alliance

Rainforest Alliance aims to help the world’s most
vulnerable ecosystems by conserving biodiversity
and transforming land-use practices, business
practices and consumer behaviour.

Purchasing Rainforest Alliance products
supports their mission to conserve natural
resources and support the economic health
of communities that rely on the forest.

Red Tractor

A food assurance scheme that covers all aspects
of the supply chain, from farm to fork. It covers
food safety and traceability, animal welfare and
environmental protection. Standards must be
met at every critical link in the food supply
chain. It also shows the food has been farmed,
processed and packed in the UK.

Purchasing food displaying the Red Tractor
mark promotes the recognition of
professionally produced assured food. This
is becoming a higher priority for consumers.
It will also improve the reputation of food
production in the UK.

RSPCA Freedom Foods

Freedom Food accredited products have
been inspected to the RSPCA’s animal
welfare standards.

Consumer demand for high animal welfare
standards continues to grow. Buying Freedom
Food helps a restaurant take advantage of this
trend by differentiating the business from
competitors and increasing product value.

Smart meters
or sub-meters

An electronic device that records consumption
of energy in intervals for utility, monitoring,
and billing purposes.

Installing smart meters and/or submeters in
the restaurant enables energy load profiling
and in-depth analysis of bills. This helps the
usage and see if they match expectations
for different seasons and times of day.

Supply Chain

The series of steps involved in the manufacturing
and distribution of a product. It begins with
natural resources, which are then transformed
into products and supplied to consumers.
Products may re-enter the supply chain at any
point if they retain recyclable value.

A business can reduce the negative
environmental impact of its supply chain
by reducing the amount of air freighted
imports. It may also wish to agree on
sustainable sourcing standards with
suppliers, urge them to use reusable
delivery boxes and develop more
efficient delivery systems.

Plymouth University
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Appendix Two
SUPPLIER LIST
Product

Company

Name

Fruit & Vegetables

Tamar View Fruiterers

David Barratt

Meat

JA Gibbons

Paul Gibbons

Milk & Eggs

Tamar View Fruiterers

David Barratt

Cheese

Tamar View Fruiterers
Forrest Produce

David Barratt
Mark Benfield

Fish & Seafood

Moby Nicks

Julian & Nick

Sandwiches

EGO Ltd

Tony Spreadborough

Wine & Beer

3663

Carrie Howes

Cider

Luscombe Drinks

Coffee

Coffee Company
Matthew Algie

Richard Stephenson
Julian Hollis

Tea

Coffee Company
3663

Richard Stephenson
Carrie Howes

Chocolate, Sugar & Flour

3663

Carrie Howes

Soft Drinks

Tamar View Fruiterers
Bidvest

David Barratt
Carrie Howes

Being a Food Made Good Approved Supplier demonstrates sourcing, social
and environmental credentials and is recognised industry-wide. Please
encourage your suppliers to contact the SRA via suppliers@thesra.org
for more details as we’d love to have them on board.

Plymouth University
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Appendix Three
HOW TO PROMOTE THIS AWARD
Don’t forget to tell people about all the amazing things
you are doing and bring them on your exciting journey.

Communicating your achievements
Your customers really want to know, just look at the stats:

48%

Top tips
• S
 ustainability is a journey, don’t wait until you’ve
finished to tell everyone what you are doing
• B
 ring the Food Made Good logo & star rating
to life by including a line about one of your
proudest achievements

of the UK population undertook five or more
sustainable actions last month in their daily life. From
recycling to buying British meat, your customers care.

• E
 mpower your staff to be able to promote your
achievements and confidently answer customers’
questions

85% of diners say knowing staff are treated fairly

• Involve your customers & staff — why not ask
them to nominate a local charity to support?

would impact their choice of restaurant. Almost two
thirds of diners say knowing that the restaurant they
are eating at is taking care of its impact on society and
the environment would make them feel good. Source:
Populus survey 2014

Where to promote
your rating
• Celebrate on your menu
• Proudly display in your windows
• F
 eature on your website homepage
– don’t hide it away. Hyperlink it to
foodmadegood.org

• L
 ook at what other members are doing to get
some ideas — ask us if you’d like some examples
• D
 on’t just relegate your efforts and achievements
to a sustainability page
on your website - infuse it throughout
your marketing.
Marketing materials, including custom made plaques
(for a fee) and high resolution logos are available. Use
the thesra.org member log-in area to tell us about
your events, offers and initiatives so we can promote
them for you- please ask your Account Manager for
more information

• Highlight on social media

Plymouth University
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